Peter Parker is an average, tech-loving high school student in Queens. Or,
at least he was until he mysteriously gained spider-like powers, granting him
the ability to stick to walls, a precognitive awareness of danger called spidersense, and the proportionate strength of a spider. After developing his own
super-strong webbing (and a makeshift costume), Peter has adopted the
identity of Spider-Man to try to help people in his neighborhood.
An internet video of Spider-Man in action caught the attention of Tony Stark,
a.k.a. Iron Man, who recognized the potential in this budding young super
hero. As a civil war erupts between Captain America and Iron Man, who
disagree on the Sokovia accordsʼ mandate that the Avengers register as a
government-controlled organization, Tony pays a surprise visit to Peter with an
offer: a full upgrade and the chance to join Iron Man and his team!
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hear me
out, tony. bucky’s
innocent. that doctor,
the psychiatrist--zemo-he's behind all
of this.

IRON MAN
Tony Stark

WAR
MACHINE
Jim Rhodes

CAPTAIN
AMERICA
Steve Rogers

look, ross gave
me 36 hours to
bring you in. that
was 24 hours ago.
can you help
a brother
out?

BLACK
PANTHER
King T’Challa

you're after
the wrong
guy.
your
judgment is
askew. your
old war buddy
killed innocent
people
yesterday.

and there
are five more
super-soldiers
just like him. I can't
let the doctor find
them first, tony.
I can’t.

all right,
I've run out of
patience.

underoos!
that’s
my cue!

BLACK
WIDOW
Natasha
Romanoff

steve...you know what's
about to happen. do you
really wanna punch your way
outta this one?

nailed
it.

now I’m in the
big leagues!
I gotta say
something. what
should I say?
something smart.
get them to see
I can handle
the pressure.

I could
have stuck
my landing a
little better,
it's just...
new suit.

no!
what?!
what was
that?!

I mean-it's perfect,
mr. stark.
thank you.

stop
talking!!

SPIDER-MAN
Peter Parker

yeah, we
don't really
need to start a
conversation.

cap-captain!
big fan! I'm
spiderman.

yeah,
we'll talk
about it
later.

hey,
everyone.

you've
been busy.

and you've
been a complete
idiot. dragging in
the other avengers
to help a wanted
criminal.

I'm trying
to keep you
from tearing
the avengers
apart.
you did
that when
you signed
the sokovia
accords.

cap, we
found
it. their
quinjet's in
hangar five,
north
runway.

all right, we're done. you're
come
going to turn barnes over, you're
on.
gonna come with us now! because it's
us or a squad of j-soc guys with
no compunction about
being impolite.

great shot,
hawkeye. lang, do
your thing.

hey, guys,
something’s-ack!

I believe
this is yours,
captain
america.

ANT-MAN
Scott Lang

hey,
mr. stark,
what should
I do?

got
two in the
terminal-wilson and
barnes.

okay,
copy
that.

what we
discussed.
keep your
distance,
web them
up.

everyone's got
a gimmick
now.

what
the hell is
that?

WINTER
SOLDIER
Bucky
Barnes

FALCON
Sam Wilson

you have
a metal
arm?! that is
awesome,
dude.

